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Ms. DELAURO. Mr. Speaker, on Monday, May 24, a storm in Connecticut kept me from returning from official business in my congressional district. As such, I was unavoidably detained on rollcall votes Nos. 145 and 146. Had I been present, I would have voted on both.

NATIONAL EMERGENCY WITH RESPECT TO IRAN—MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES—(H. DOC. NO. 106-73)

The SPEAKER pro tempore laid before the House the following message from the President of the United States; which was read and, together with the accompanying papers, without objection, referred to the Committee on International Relations and ordered to be printed:

To the Congress of the United States:

As required by section 401(c) of the National Emergencies Act, 50 U.S.C. 1621(c) and section 204(c) of the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA), 50 U.S.C. 1703(c), I transmit herewith a 6-month periodic report on the national emergency with respect to Iran that was declared in Executive Order 12170 of November 14, 1979.

WILLIAM J. CLINTON.

The SPEAKER pro tempore laid before the House the following message from the President of the United States; which was read and, together with the accompanying papers, without objection, referred to the Committee on International Relations and ordered to be printed:

To the Congress of the United States:

As required by section 401(c) of the National Emergencies Act, 50 U.S.C. 1621(c) and section 204(c) of the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA), 50 U.S.C. 1703(c), I transmit herewith a 6-month periodic report on the national emergency with respect to Burma that was declared in Executive Order 13074 of May 20, 1997.

WILLIAM J. CLINTON.

COMMUNICATION FROM THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE

The SPEAKER pro tempore laid before the House the following communication from the Clerk of the House of Representatives:
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Deals, Johnson, Sam                Reynolds, James (NC)
DeLay, James (TX)                  Riley, Rogers
DeMint, Kasch                        Rogers, Roy
Diaz-Balart, Kelly                   Rohrabacher, Kind (WI)
Dickie, Kind (WI)                    Ros-Lehtinen, Ryan (WI)
Dingell, King (NY)                  Rose-Helmken, Kayndall (OH)
Doolittle, Kingston                  Royce, Drexler
Durnan, Kolbe                        Ryan (KS)
Drier, Knollenberg                   Ryan (WI)
Duncan, Mink                         Ryan (NY)
Ehlers, LaHood                       Sanford
Ehrlich, Lampson                    Sanfilippo
Emerson, Largent                    Sarbanes
Engel, Latham                        Sanford (IN)
E Everett, LaTorette                Sanchez
Everett, LaTorette                  Sessionenreuther
Ewing, Lazo                         Sessions
Fletcher, Leach                     Shadegg
Foley, Lewis (CA)                   Shaw
Forbes, Lewis (KT)                  Shays
Fossella, Lindner                   Sheehan
Frankel, Lipinski                   Shimkus
Frampton, Lovingood                 Shows
Frehlinghueser, Lucas               Shubert
Gallegly, Lucas (OK)                Simpson
Ganske, Maxamilo                    Sisco
Gelbs, McElmum                      Sinken
Gibbons, McCrery                    Skelton
Gilchrist, McGugh                   Smith (MI)
Gilmore, McInnis                    Smith (NJ)
Gilman, McIntosh                    Smith (TX)
Good, McLintyre                      Souder (WA)
Goodlatte, McKeen                   Souder
Goodling, Mcetalof                   Spokane
Gordon, Mica                        Stearns
Goss, Miller (FL)                   Stehman
Graham, Miller, Gary                Stump
Granger, Moran (KS)                 Sununu
Green (TX), Moreira                 Swann
Green (WI), Martha                  Talent
Greenwood, Murdock                  Taxcendo
Gutknecht, Nethercutt              Taunton
Hall (OH), Ney                      Taylor (MS)
Hall (TX), N跻身                     Taylor (NC)
Hansen, Norwood                    Terry
Hastert, Nosedale                   Thomas
Hastings, (WA)                      Thomberry
Hayes, Ose                          Thune
Hawley, Oxley                      Thalh
Heckel, Padckard                     Toombs
Herger, Paul                        Traficant
Hill (MT), Peterson (MN)           Turner
Hillary, Peterson (PA)              Turner
Hoskin, Peterson (MI)              Walden
Hof, Petri                         Wald
Horn, Phillips                      Walsh
Hostetliller, Pickering            Watkins
Houghton, Pickett                   Watt (OK)
Habof, Piel                          Watt (PA)
Hauton, Pombo                       Weller
Hutchinson, Pomeroy                 Westfield
Hyde, Portman                      Wicker
Isakson, Pryce (OH)                 Wicker
Itzok, Quinn                        Wilson
Jenkins, Ramstad                    Wolf
Johnson (CT), Regula                Young (FL)
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Abercrombie, Clement                Frost
Ackerman, Clyburn                   Gedjenson
Allen, Concut                       Geyapper
Andrews, Connors                    Gonzales
Baird, Coyne                        Gutierrez
Baldacci, Crowley                  Hastings (FL)
Balwdin, Cummings                   Hill (IN)
Becerra, DeFazio                    Hinajosa
Bentsen, DeGette                    Hoefft
Berkeley, Delaurent                 Holden
Berman, DeLauro                     Holt
Berry, Deutsch                      Hooley
Bishop, Dieter                      Hoover
Blagoevitch, Dixon                  Imelige
Blumenauer, Doggett                 Jackson (IL)
Bone, Dooley                       Jackson (TX)
Borski, Doyle                       Jehovah
Brady (PA), Engel                   Jefferson
Brown (FL), Egan                    John
Brown (OH), Etheridge               Johnson, R. B.
Capps, Evans                        Jones (OH)
Capozano, Farr                      Kanjerski
Cardin, Fattah                      Kaptur
Cass, Finney                       Kennedy
Clark, Ford                        Kildee
Clayton, Frank (MA)                 Kilpatrick

Kieckerta, Mokaley                  Scott
Kink, Mollihan                       Serrano
Kucinich, Moore                      Sherman
LaFrena, Larois                     Slaughter
Lamont, Nadler                      Snyder
Lee, Napolitano                    Spratt
Levin, Neal                         Stark
Lewis (GA), Oberstar                Strickland
Light, Patton                       Stupak
Maloney (CT), Pallone               Tanner
Maloney (NY), Pastor                Tausher
Marcy, Payne                        Themerson
Marino, Peverest                    Towns
McCarty (MO), Rahall                Velazquez
McDermott, Reyes                    Vento
McGovern, Rivers                     Visclosky
McNulty, Rothman                    Waters
Meehan, Rydal-Allard                Weiner
Meeke (FL), Rush                     Wexler
Menendez, Sanchex                   Wygand
McDonnell, Sanders                  Wise
Miller, George                      Woolsey
Mink, Schakowsky                    Wynn
Mink                               Wynn

So the Senate concurrent resolution was concurred
in.

The result of the concurrent resolution was announced
as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.

REMOVAL OF NAME OF MEMBER
AS COSPONSOR OF H.R. 902

Mr. PHELPS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that my name be removed as a cosponsor to H.R. 902.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. LA TOURETTE). Is there objection to the removal of the gentleman from Illinois?

There was no objection.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION

Mr. CROWLEY. Mr. Speaker, on May 24, 1999, I was unavoidably detained in New York due to poor weather conditions. The weather delays caused me to miss Rollcall Votes 145 and 146, and had I been present, I would have voted in the affirmative on both Rollcall Vote No. 145 and Rollcall Vote No. 146.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION

Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I rise to indicate that yesterday, on May 23, I was in the district on official business, and I would like to record in the RECORD the roll call votes that I missed and how I would have voted.

On Rollcall Vote No. 157, if I had been here, I would have voted no. On Rollcall Vote No. 158, I would have voted no; Rollcall Vote 155, no; Rollcall Vote 154, no; Rollcall Vote 153, no; Rollcall Vote 152, no.

And on the suspensions, if I had been present on Rollcall No. 150, I would have voted yea; on Rollcall No. 149 I would have voted yea, and 148, I would have voted yea.